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Abstract

Atomistic-based FE analysis is combined with mechanics of materials to evaluate the geometrical characteristics and elastic properties
of beams that possess the same tensile, bending and torsional behavior with carbon nanotubes (CNTs). Using 3D FE analysis and assum-
ing a linear behavior of the C–C bonds, the tensile, bending and torsional rigidities of CNTs are initially derived. Then, for the selected
beam, the equivalent dimensions, geometrical constants and elastic moduli are evaluated. Both solid and hollow cylindrical beams are
considered. Relations between the equivalent properties and chiral index are obtained for armchair and zigzag nanotubes, thus providing
a direct evaluation of the equivalent beam for any CNT of those two types. The comparison between the solid and hollow cylinders
shows that the latter is more suitable for use as equivalent beam because its dimensions are much closer to the actual dimensions of
the nanotube. The obtained elastic moduli of the equivalent hollow cylinder compare very well with relative results published in the
literature.
� 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Towards the establishment of carbon nanotubes (CNTs)
as prospective mechanical reinforcements of polymers, two
fundamental issues must be fully addressed: the effective
interfacial load transfer between the nanotube and the
matrix and the evaluation of the bulk mechanical proper-
ties as a function of specific parameters concerning the
nanotube structure (geometry and defects) and manufac-
turing process (dispersion and alignment). Currently, both
issues are being investigated thoroughly using experimental
techniques and theoretical models. However, due to the dif-
ficulties of experimentation at the nanoscale, theoretical
modeling is more attractive.

During the first years of theoretical investigation of
CNTs, atomistic approaches were solely used. However,
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in the last few years, due to the large computational effort
required by atomistic approaches, they are progressively
replaced by continuum approaches. The continuum
approaches used so far may be classified into three catego-
ries: the atomistic-based continuum approaches, the ana-
lytical/micromechanical approaches and the numerical
approaches.

In the first category belong the approaches that draw
data from atomistic methods, such as molecular dynamics
and force-fields, for the behavior of CNTs and the interfa-
cial load transfer between the nanotube and the matrix,
and assign them in a representative unit cell whose elastic
properties are evaluated using continuum methods. For
example, [1] modeled the nanotube, the local polymer near
the nanotube and the nanotube/polymer interface as an
effective continuum fiber by using an equivalent-continuum
model. The effective fiber retains the local molecular struc-
ture and bonding information, as defined by molecular
dynamics, and serves as a means for linking the
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equivalent-continuum and micromechanics models. The
micromechanics method is then available for the prediction
of bulk mechanical properties of single-walled CNT/poly-
mer composites. The main drawback of the atomistic-
based continuum approaches is that they involve very com-
plicated analyses and huge computational efforts imposed
by the incorporated atomistic method.

In the second category belong the analytical and micro-
mechanical models well established in fiber-reinforced com-
posites. These approaches have been mainly used for
modeling the interfacial load transfer between the nano-
tube and the matrix. Exception is the work of [2] who
obtained the effective elastic properties of CNT-reinforced
composites through a variety of micromechanical tech-
niques. Although the analytical/micromechanical
approaches provide detailed information about the interac-
tion between the nanotube and the matrix, they are locally
oriented, thus being inapplicable in larger scale systems
such as nanocomposite specimens.

Contrary to the previous two approaches, for which a
considerable number of works have been published, the
use of numerical approaches is restricted to the use of the
FE method either as supporting method to obtain neces-
sary data [3] or as verification method [2,4]. Only the works
of [5,6] solved representative volume elements using the FE
method in order to evaluate the effective elastic properties
of CNT-reinforced composites.

From the above it is concluded that there is still a
demand for developing modeling techniques able to effi-
ciently simulate the behavior of CNT-reinforced compos-
ites. To the authors’ opinion, the ongoing research on
this issue must focus on the modification of the existed con-
tinuum methods in order to accurately capture the behav-
ior of CNTs. Towards this goal, the present paper aims
to contribute by evaluating the equivalent properties of
beams being suitable for simulating the behavior of CNTs
embedded in elastic medium using the FE method.

2. The equivalent beam

The concept of the ‘equivalent beam’ is based on the
condition of identical mechanical behavior between the
CNT and the beam, which corresponds to identical tensile,
bending and torsional behaviors. As for elastic beams,
these behaviors are designated by the corresponding rigid-
ities and in order to fully define the equivalent beam, it suf-
fices to evaluate its equivalent properties (geometrical
characteristics and elastic properties) from the nanotube’s
rigidities.

2.1. FE analysis of CNTs: derivation of rigidities

In order to derive the nanotube’s rigidities, the 3D FE
model proposed by [7] is used. The model treats CNTs as
space-frame structures. Using 3D elastic beam elements,
the exact atomic structure of the nanotubes is modeled.
The elastic moduli of the beam elements are determined
using a linkage between molecular and continuum mechan-
ics proposed by [8]. The following relationships between
the structural mechanics parameters and the molecular
mechanics parameters are obtained:

EbAb

‘
¼ kr;

EbIb

‘
¼ kh;

GbJ b

‘
¼ ks ð1Þ

Here, ‘ is the bond length equal to 0.1421 nm; Eb and Gb

are the bond’s Young’s modulus and shear modulus,
respectively; Ib and Jb are the moment of inertia and polar
moment of inertia, respectively, and kr, kh, and ks are the
bond stretching, bond bending and torsional resistance
force constants, respectively. Assuming a solid circular
cross-sectional area of the beams with diameter d and set-
ting Ab ¼ pd2

4
, Ib ¼ pd4

64
and J b ¼ pd4

32
, Eq. (1) give

d ¼ 4

ffiffiffiffiffi
kh

kr

r
; Eb ¼

k2
r ‘

4pkh
; Gb ¼

k2
r ks‘

8pk2
h

ð2Þ

Eq. (2) give all necessary input parameters for the beam ele-
ments. In the present study, the following values were used
for the force constants [9,10]

kr ¼ 938 kcal mole�1 Å
�2 ¼ 6:52� 10�7 N=nm

kh ¼ 126 kcal mole�1 rad�2 ¼ 8:76� 10�10 N nm=rad�2

¼ 0:876 nN nm rad�2

ks ¼ 40 kcal mole�1 rad�2 ¼ 2:78� 10�10 N nm=rad�2

¼ 0:278 nN nm rad�2

Substituting the above values in Eq. (2) and setting
‘ = 0.1421 nm, we obtain the input parameters for the
beam elements

d ¼ 0:147 nm

Eb ¼ 5488 nN=nm2 ¼ 5488 GPa

Gb ¼ 870:7 nN=nm2 ¼ 870:7 GPa

ð3Þ

The cross-sectional area and moments of inertia are de-
rived from the bond diameter

Ab ¼
pd2

4
¼ 0:01688 nm2

Ib ¼
pd4

64
¼ 2:269� 10�5 nm4

J b ¼
pd4

32
¼ 4:537� 10�5 nm4

ð4Þ

However, since the modeling of the bond is done using
beam elements, it is clear that the results of the analyses
would be the same as long as the rigidities EbAb, EbIb, GbJb

of the bond are the same. The constant values of the rigid-
ities arise directly from Eq. (1)

EbAb ¼ 92:65 nN

EbIb ¼ 0:1245 nN nm2

GbJ b ¼ 0:0395 nN nm2

ð5Þ
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It should be noted here that in the model described
above one can use a non-linear relationship for the inter-
atomic potential for the carbon-atoms. This has been done
successfully by the authors to examine the tensile behavior
of nanotubes and nanotube-reinforced composites using
the modified Morse interatomic potential. The only differ-
ence is that the rigidities of Eq. (5) are not constant but
depend on the strain. The resulting rigidities of the equiva-
lent beams are also strain dependent. It has been shown in
[11] that the results of the current work provide a good
approximation for small strains.

2.1.1. Loading conditions

Since the nanotube possess a linear behavior, to derive
the rigidities it is sufficient to apply in the FE model an
arbitrary displacement such as to load the nanotube in ten-
sion, bending and torsion. The boundary and loading con-
ditions for each case are depicted in Fig. 1.

To simulate tension, an axial displacement ux was
applied at one nanotube’s end having the other end fixed.
According to mechanics of materials, the axial reaction
force Fx at the support is related to ux by

ux ¼
F x

EeqAeq

Ln ð6Þ

where Ln is the nanotube length. The tensile rigidity is sim-
ply obtained from Eq. (6) as

ðEAÞeq ¼
F xLn

ux
ð7Þ

Similarly, to simulate bending, a transverse displace-
ment uy was applied at one nanotube’s end having the
other end fixed. The transverse force Fy at the support is
given by

uy ¼
F y

3EeqI eq

L3
n ð8Þ

The bending rigidity is simply obtained from Eq. (8) as
Tension

Bending

Torsion

EA, EI, GJ 

Equivalent beam

Fx

Fy

T

Fig. 1. The concept of the equivalent beam.
ðEIÞeq ¼
F yL3

n

3uy
ð9Þ
To simulate torsion, a tangential force Fu was applied at
one nanotube’s end having the other end fixed. The twist
angle u of the loaded end is related to the resulted torque
T = FuRn by

u ¼ TLn

GeqJ eq

ð10Þ
where Rn is the nanotube radius. The torsional rigidity is
simply obtained from Eq. (10) as

ðGJÞeq ¼
TLn

u
¼ F uRnLn

u
ð11Þ
Bending

Torsion

Fig. 2. FE mesh, boundary conditions and deformed shapes for the
(10,10) nanotube.
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The resulted reaction forces Fx and Fy as well as the
angle u are taken from the FE analysis. Fig. 2 shows the
FE mesh, boundary conditions and deformed shapes for
the (10,10) nanotube for the three loading cases.
2.1.2. Effect of nanotube length

The usual CNTs manufactured nowadays have very
large length (in the order of 1 lm) compared to their diam-
eter (0.5–3 nm). Modeling of the nanotube retaining its
actual length would be very time consuming, especially if
one wants to study different nanotube types. For example,
the FE modeling of a (10,10) nanotube with length 1 lm
requires almost 240,000 beam elements. However, model-
ing of the actual nanotube length is not necessary since
the behavior of the nanotubes is length-independent except
for very small lengths. The selection of minimum modeling
length at which the rigidities stabilize is performed from
various analyses conducted with different lengths. Such a
parametric study was also conducted here in order to select
the minimum modeling length of the equivalent beams. It
was selected to model armchair and zigzag nanotubes with
chiral indices n = 5, 10, 15, 20.

Fig. 3a and b shows the rigidities computed using Eqs.
(7), (9) and (11) as functions of nanotube length for the
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Fig. 3. Variation of rigidities as functions of nanotube length: (a) (20,20)
nanotube, (b) (20,0) nanotube.
(20,20) and (20,0) nanotubes, respectively. Variation is
observed only at small values of Ln owing to the effect of
boundary conditions at the supports. Specifically for bend-
ing, the very small initial value is due to the inapplicability
of bending theory at small values of nanotube length to
diameter ratio. From a certain value of Ln ranging from
40 to 50 nm, all three rigidities stabilize. The same was
observed for all other types of nanotubes modelled. Results
also show that the rigidities of zigzag nanotubes are smaller
than the ones of armchair nanotubes and stabilize at smaller
values of Ln. Moreover, it is observed that for both nano-
tube types bending and torsional rigidities are comparable.
The stabilized rigidities’ values will be used in the forthcom-
ing sections for evaluation of the equivalent beams.
2.2. Evaluation of the equivalent properties

Evaluation of the elastic properties Eeq, Geq and meq geo-
metrical characteristics Aeq, Ieq, Jeq of the equivalent beam
requires the values of the rigidities evaluated using the FE
method. However, in order to provide simple relations for
the equivalent beam characteristics, it was decided to fit the
FE results to simple expressions. This was supported by the
values of the rigidities obtained, which seem to relate
directly to the chiral index of the nanotubes. In Fig. 4a,
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Fig. 4. Variation of rigidities as functions of (a) n and (b) (n � n0)3:
armchair nanotubes.



Table 1
Values of parameters a, b, c, n0

Parameter Armchair Zigzag

a (nN) 151.8 89.04
b (nN nm2) 0.3469 0.0701
c (nN nm2) 0.3284 0.0668
n0 (–) 0 0.381
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the stabilized rigidities’ values of the armchair nanotubes
are presented as functions of chiral index n. It is clear that
the tensile rigidity is analogous to n. The bending and tor-
sional rigidities are analogous to the cubic power of n, as
shown in Fig. 4b. The same dependences are also obtained
for the zigzag nanotubes as shown in Fig. 5. Therefore, we
can accurately approximate the rigidities from the follow-
ing relations (subscript eq refers to the equivalent beam).

ðEAÞeq ¼ aðn� n0Þ ð12Þ
ðEIÞeq ¼ bðn� n0Þ3 ð13Þ
ðGJÞeq ¼ cðn� n0Þ3 ð14Þ

The parameters a, b, c and n0 are given in Table 1.
The accuracy of the expressions (12)–(14) in fitting the

FE results depends on the range of values used for the chi-
ral index n. The range selected in this work (n = 5–20) rep-
resents the majority of the nanotubes used for analysis or
experiments in the literature. For the tensile rigidity the
maximum difference between the expression (12) and the
FE results is 0.7% for zigzag nanotubes and n = 5. This
small difference is due to the linear dependency of (EA)eq

to n. For the bending and torsional rigidities the maximum
differences for zigzag nanotubes (n = 5) are 4.8% and 5.2%,
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Fig. 5. Variation of rigidities as functions of (a) n and (b) (n � n0)3: zigzag
nanotubes.
respectively. The larger deviations are due to the cubic
power of n and become less than 1% for n = 10. It should
be noted that, for a specific nanotube, one could use
directly the values obtained from the FE analysis and, thus,
minimize the error. The accuracy of the FE models, as
compared to the literature results, is discussed in Section
3.1.

After establishing the relations between the rigidities
and n, the next step is to select the profile of the equivalent
beam. Obviously, due to the circular shape of the nano-
tube’s cross-sectional area, circular profiles are more suit-
able. Thus, we select the solid and hollow cylindrical
profiles schematically represented in Fig. 6.
2.2.1. Solid cylinder

Consider an equivalent solid cylinder with diameter Deq.
Its diameter, secondary and polar moments of inertia are
given by the following relations:

Aeq ¼
p
4

D2
eq ð15Þ

Ieq ¼
p
64

D4
eq ð16Þ

J eq ¼
p
32

D4
eq ð17Þ
Combining Eqs. (12) and (13) with Eqs. (15) and (16) Deq is
derived as follows:

ðEIÞeq

ðEAÞeq

¼ 1

16
D2

eq ¼
b
a
ðn� n0Þ2 ) Deq ¼ 4

ffiffiffi
b
a

r
ðn� n0Þ ð18Þ
Substituting Eq. (18) in Eqs. (15)–(17) the geometrical con-
stants of the equivalent beam are derived as functions of
the parameters a, b and c.
Fig. 6. Schematic representations of the beam profiles.
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Aeq ¼
p
4

D2
eq ¼ 4p

b
a
ðn� n0Þ2 ð19Þ

Ieq ¼
p
64

D4
eq ¼ 4p

b
a

� �2

ðn� n0Þ4 ð20Þ

J eq ¼ 2I eq ¼ 8p
b
a

� �2

ðn� n0Þ4 ð21Þ

Now, using Eqs. (12) and (14) we evaluate the elastic mod-
uli of the equivalent beam as

Eeq ¼
ðEAÞeq

Aeq

¼ a2

4pb
ðn� n0Þ�1 ð22Þ

Geq ¼
ðGJÞeq

J eq

¼ a2c

8pb2
ðn� n0Þ�1 ð23Þ

In the case of 3D modeling of the beam, the Poisson ratio is
also needed

Geq ¼
Eeq

2ð1þ meqÞ
) meq ¼

Eeq

2Geq

� 1 ¼ b
c
� 1 ð24Þ

Eqs. (19)–(24) fully define the equivalent solid cylinder.
2.2.2. Hollow cylinder

Consider an equivalent hollow cylinder with mean diam-
eter Deq and thickness teq. Its diameter, secondary moment
of inertia and polar moment of inertia are given by the fol-
lowing relations:

Aeq ¼
p
4
ðDeq þ teqÞ2 � ðDeq � teqÞ2
h i

¼ pDeqteq ð25Þ

Ieq ¼
p
64
ðDeq þ teqÞ4 � ðDeq � teqÞ4
h i

ð26Þ

J eq ¼
p
32
ðDeq þ teqÞ4 � ðDeq � teqÞ4
h i

ð27Þ

In the present case, there are three available equations
namely, Eqs. (12)–(14) and four unknown quantities
namely, Eeq, Geq, Deq and teq. Therefore, we cannot derive-
Deq and teq independently. To overcome this obstacle, we
set the nanotube thickness equal to 0.34 nm, which is the
commonly adopted value in the literature [7]. Supposing
teq = tn and using Eqs. (12), (13) and (25), (26) Deq is de-
rived as

ðEIÞeq

ðEAÞeq

¼ 1

8
ðD2

eq þ t2
nÞ ¼

b
a
ðn� n0Þ2 ) Deq

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8

b
a
ðn� n0Þ2 � t2

n

r
ð28Þ

Substituting Eq. (28) in Eqs. (25)–(27) we derive the geo-
metrical constants of the equivalent beam as functions of
the parameters a, b and c.
Aeq ¼ pDeqtn ¼ ptn

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8
b
a
ðn� n0Þ2 � t2

n

r
ð29Þ

Ieq ¼ ptn
b
a
ðn� n0Þ2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8
b
a
ðn� n0Þ2 � t2

n

r
ð30Þ

J eq ¼ 2ptn

b
a
ðn� n0Þ2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8
b
a
ðn� n0Þ2 � t2

n

r
ð31Þ

Now, using Eqs. (12) and (14) we evaluate the elastic mod-
uli of the equivalent beam as

Eeq ¼
aðn� n0Þ

ptn

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8 b

a ðn� n0Þ2 � t2
n

q ð32Þ

Geq ¼
acðn� n0Þ

2ptnb
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8 b

a ðn� n0Þ2 � t2
n

q ð33Þ

and subsequently, the Poisson ratio

Geq ¼
Eeq

2ð1þ meqÞ
) meq ¼

Eeq

2Geq

� 1 ¼ b
c
� 1 ð34Þ

which is the same as Eq. (24). Eqs. (29)–(34) fully define the
equivalent hollow cylinder.

From Eq. (34) we observe that the Poisson ratio does
not depends on n. For the armchair nanotubes, meq equals
to 0.049 for both solid and hollow cylinders while for the
zigzag ones equals to 0.056.

The computed rigidities, material properties and geo-
metrical characteristics can be also used as a base for mod-
eling more complicated nanotube shapes. Characteristic
examples are the cases where CNTs are being used as struc-
tural elements to construct high-ordered structures such as
super-CNTs and 2D and 3D lattice structures. For all these
structures the expressions (12)–(14) can be used instead of
Eq. (1) in order to model them as space-frame structures
using FE analysis. This is the subject of an ongoing
research by the authors.

3. Numerical results

In this section, we compare the suitability of the solid
and hollow cylinders in serving as equivalent beams and
examine the differences between the dimensions of the
equivalent beams and actual nanotube dimensions. The
actual diameter of CNTs is given by

Dnþ tn¼
3L
p

nþ0:34¼ 0:1357 �nþ0:34 ðarmchair nanotubesÞ

ð35Þ

Dnþ tn¼
ffiffiffi
3
p

L
p

nþ0:34¼ 0:0783 �nþ0:34 ðzigzag nanotubesÞ

ð36Þ

It is very important for the dimensions of the equivalent
beam to approximate the actual dimensions of the nano-
tube. This is more evident in the modeling of CNT-rein-
forced composites subjected to bending where the
accurate computation of the interfacial shear stresses
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requires the same outer diameter. Fig. 7 compares the
diameters of the equivalent beams (Deq for the solid cylin-
der and Deq + teq for the hollow cylinder) with the actual
external diameter of the nanotubes. For armchair nano-
tubes, the diameter of the equivalent hollow cylinder is
much closer to the actual nanotube diameter. For zigzag
nanotubes, both equivalent shapes differ the same amount
from the actual external diameter for n < 10, whereas the
hollow cylinder is better suited for larger values of the chi-
ral index. We can conclude that in general, the hollow cyl-
inder is more suitable for use as equivalent beam than the
solid cylinder.

Fig. 8 shows the variation of elastic moduli with regard
to chiral index n. The similar trend of variation obtained
for both elastic moduli is due to their direct relation with
the Poisson ratio, which is constant and almost equal for
both nanotube types. With increasing n, the elastic moduli
are significantly reduced, owing to the increase of the nano-
tube diameter (see Fig. 7), and converge to the values
established in the literature, namely 1 TPa for the axial
modulus and 0.5 TPa for the shear modulus. Thus, we
can conclude that for nanotubes with n P 10 the estab-
lished values of the elastic moduli can be used while for
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n 6 10 the elastic moduli of the equivalent beam must be
evaluated using the methodology proposed here.
3.1. Comparison with results from the literature

The linear relation between the elastic rigidity and n

obtained here (Eq. (12)) has not been reported in the liter-
ature. However, a careful examination of the published
results verifies this finding. Chang and Gao [12] found
using molecular dynamics the following relation for the
axial elastic modulus of lengthy nanotubes

E ¼ 1

tn

� 4
ffiffiffi
3
p

K

3kKL2
n=C þ 9

ð37Þ

where K = 742 nN nm and C = 1.42 nN nm, and

k ¼ 7� cosðp=nÞ
34þ 2 cosðp=nÞ for armchair and

k ¼ 5� 3 cosðp=nÞ
14� 2 cosðp=nÞ for zigzag nanotubes:

Eq. (37) can be rewritten in the form
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EA ¼ 1

tn

� 4
ffiffiffi
3
p

K

3kKL2=C þ 9
A ¼ 1

tn

� 4
ffiffiffi
3
p

K

3kKL2=C þ 9
pDntn

) EA ¼ 4
ffiffiffi
3
p

K

3kKL2=C þ 9
pDn ð38Þ

Using Dn ¼ 3L
p n for the armchair and Dn ¼ L

ffiffi
3
p

p n for zigzag
nanotubes, Eq. (38) is very well fitted to the following
expressions (due to the small variation of k)

EA ¼ 154 � n ðarmchairÞ
EA ¼ 89:82 � n ðzigzagÞ

ð39Þ

The corresponding relations obtained in this work are
found using from Eq. (12) and substituting the parameters
of Table 1

EAeq ¼ 151:8 � n ðarmchairÞ
EAeq ¼ 89:04 � ðn� 0:381Þ ðzigzagÞ

ð40Þ

Eqs. (39) and (40) agree very well especially for larger val-
ues of n.

Some researchers have considered the product Et to be
steady. For example Yakobson et al. [13] used the value
of 360 nN/nm. Fig. 9 compares the present results with
the results of Ref. [13]. As can be seen, the assumed invari-
ability of Et is realistic only for large values of n. For
n 6 10, the present results significantly deviate from that
assumption especially for zigzag nanotubes.

Regarding the shear modulus of CNTs, Tserpes and
Papanikos [7] reported a range between 0.381 and
0.485 TPa for the armchair nanotubes and between 0.283
and 0.487 for the zigzag ones (n ranges from 5 and 15).
In the present study, dividing Eq. (14) with the nanotube’s
polar moment of inertia J n ¼ p

32
ðDn þ tnÞ4 � ðDn � tnÞ4
h i

,
we get the range 0.39–0.48 TPa for the armchair and
0.23–0.46 TPa for the zigzag nanotubes, which correlate
very well with the published values.
4. Conclusions

Presented in this paper is a methodology for the evalua-
tion of the elastic moduli and geometrical characteristics of
beams that possess the same mechanical behavior with
CNTs. Approximate relations between the equivalent
properties and chiral index were proposed for armchair
and zigzag nanotubes. The accuracy of the proposed rela-
tions in predicting the elastic moduli of CNTs was verified
through comparison with relative results published in the
literature. It is concluded that:

� The rigidities of the nanotubes can be directly related to
chiral index n.
� The equivalent hollow cylinder simulates better the

mechanical behavior of CNTs.
� The equivalent elastic moduli of nanotubes with small

diameters show large variation.
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